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Abstract—To ease the time-to-market pressure and save the
photomask cost, metal-only ECO realizes the last-minute design
changes by revising the photomasks of metal layers only. This task
is challenging because the pre-injected spare cells are limited in
number and in cell types. Metal-only ECO has to implement these
functional and/or timing changes using available spare cells. In
this paper, we propose a stable matching based metal-only ECO
synthesizer, named ECOS, that can implement the incremental de-
sign changes correctly without sacrificing timing and routability.
The experiments are conducted on nine industrial testcases. These
testcases reflect the real difficulties faced by designers and our
results show that ECOS is promising for all of them.

Index Terms—Metal-only ECO, resynthesis, spare cells, stable
matching, technology remapping.

I. INTRODUCTION

E NGINEERING change order (ECO) is a process that ap-
plies incremental design changes without backtracking to

earlier design stages. As shown in Fig. 1, ECO is generally clas-
sified into two types. Functional ECO can be used to fix bugs or
revise specification, while timing ECO targets to improve input
slew, output loading and delay. Instead of rebuilding the design
from scratch, ECO can not only shorten the design and fabrica-
tion time but also save the cost. The later the stage where ECO
is performed, the fewer resources are available and the greater
challenges can be met. Before the base layers (placement) are
frozen, ECO can be performed on the gate-level netlist and/or
the RTL code. At this stage, we can freely insert or move cells
to complete ECO. However, after that, ECO can be realized
by modifying only the photomasks of metal layers (routing).
Hence, ECO performed after base layers are frozen, or even after
the first silicon chips are produced, is referred to as metal-only
ECO.

After the base layers are frozen, routing can be done in par-
allel with the manufacturing of base layers and thus the fabrica-
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Fig. 1. ECO is a process that applies incremental design changes without back-
tracking to earlier design stages. Metal-only ECO means the ECO performed
after the base layers are frozen. Routing can be done in parallel with the manu-
facturing of base layers.

tion time can be shortened. After the first silicon chips are pro-
duced, we can save the photomask cost by reusing the base-layer
part in the next tape-out. For nanotechnologies, the complete
photomask set may cost over one million USD and the cost
keeps increasing rapidly [1]. In addition, the photomasks for
cells, including the base layers and low metal layers, dominate
the photomask cost [2]. Hence, metal-only ECO is popular be-
cause of its cost effectiveness.

To facilitate metal-only ECO, a design is sprinkled with
spare (redundant) cells at placement. Since spare cells are
pre-injected, they are limited both in number and in cell types.
In addition, to prevent floating signals, the inputs of spare cells
are tied to either logic high or low. ECO is then performed by
rewiring the inputs and outputs of spare cells.

Good metal-only ECO relies on the following four techniques
(see Fig. 2).

1) Sufficient and evenly distributed spare cells: Spare cells
should be uniformly spread over the whole design to ac-
commodate sufficient resources for ECO at every possible
location [3] and [4].

2) A good ECO router: The rewiring of inputs and outputs
is done by routing. The routing can be done either by the
normal mode or by the incremental mode. The incremental
ECO router has to handle tremendous obstacles (existing
routing patterns) and design rules and completes routing
with the least change [5].

3) An efficient ECO list: The ECO list is a list of functional
changes, i.e., the logic difference between the original de-
sign and the revised specification [6]. A short ECO list usu-
ally leads to a high ECO feasibility.

4) A powerful ECO synthesizer: To correctly and effectively
fulfill the revisions on functionality and/or timing, the ECO
synthesizer is required to utilize the physical information
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Fig. 2. Metal-only ECO flow. In this paper, we focus on the metal-only ECO
synthesizer.

of spare cells, including locations and cell types, to guide
technology remapping very well. In addition, due to lim-
ited resources, the shortage of spare cells may be severe,
especially for late ECO runs. The selected spare cells may
deviate from the ideal locations resulting in timing criti-
cality and routing congestion.

For metal-only ECO synthesis, most prior endeavors focus
either on timing ECO or on functional ECO, e.g., [7]–[11].
For timing ECO, Chen et al. proposed a technology-remapping
technique based on dynamic programming [7]. Lu et al. re-
vealed that most timing violations resulted from the excessive
input slew and output loading [8]. Thus, by connecting spare
cells onto the violated nets as buffers, they fix input-slew and
output-loading violations first and then handle delay issues. Ho
et al. iteratively restructured sub-circuits by a set of pre-com-
puted circuit templates to improve timing [9]. On the other
hand, for functional ECO, Kuo et al. replaced the original cells
with spare ones whose inputs could be inserted with constant
values (logic high/low) [10]. Constant insertion1 increases the
capability of spare cells. Modi and Marek-Sadowska incorpo-
rated [10] to a simulated annealing framework to enhance ECO
feasibility [11].

In this paper, we propose a stable matching based metal-
only ECO synthesizer to complete the functional changes using
available spare cells without sacrificing timing and routability.
As shown in Fig. 2, given the netlist and placement of a de-
sign, available spare cells and an ECO list (logic difference be-
tween the revised specifications and the original design), ECOS
completes all functional changes described in the ECO list by
rewiring spare cells with the minimum cost. Considering timing
and routability, without loss of generality, the cost of the metal-
only ECO synthesis problem is then modeled by the summation
of the half-perimeter wirelength (HPWL) over all nets in the
revised design. This metric is widely used to measure the total
wirelength in physical design. The smaller HPWL generally im-
plies the shorter interconnect delay and better routability [14].
Furthermore, the findings in [19]–[21] reveal that the conges-
tion-weighted HPWL has a strong correlation with the routed

1Constant insertion maximizes the functionality of a cell, e.g., a 2-input
NAND cell of functionality � � �� � � � can be an INV (inverter) cell, if
one input is tied to logic high.

wirelength. Based on the revised netlist generated by ECOS, an
ECO router then completes the routing and generates the revised
photomasks of metal layers.

ECOS, first of all, resynthesizes the given ECO list using af-
fordable spare cell types with geometry proximity considera-
tion. Secondly, each instance in the resynthesized list is replaced
by an adequate spare cell, as well as the related nets are recon-
nected. The spare cells are selected based on the stable matching
algorithm which solves the competition among several func-
tional changes to one spare cell [15]. Moreover, the unobserv-
able cells resulted from ECO can be freed up and constant inser-
tion is applied to increase flexibility. Afterwards, formal equiv-
alence checking can be performed to verify whether the revised
design matches the revised functionality.

ECOS has the following features.
1) It completes functional ECO without sacrificing timing and

routability.
2) It integrates physical information into resynthesis. We can

quantify the impact on HPWL throughout the entire flow.
3) It solves the competition among functional changes by

stable matching instead of the nondeterministic approach.
4) It can readily extend to congestion-driven ECO.
5) It handles non-tree type spare cells and ECO functions.
6) It considers constant value insertion for spare cells.
7) It recycles freed-up cells for the current or subsequent ECO

runs.
8) It easily collaborates with existing synthesizers.
The experiments are conducted on nine industrial testcases.

These designs reflect a variety of difficulties faced by designers.
Compared with the automated traditional ECO synthesis flow
and an ECO flow based on prior work [10], ECOS is promising.
Moreover, utilizing the congestion map, ECOS can further de-
liver congestion-safe results.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
formulates the ECO synthesis problem, describes the traditional
ECO synthesis flow and introduces terminology. Section III de-
tails ECOS. Section IV discusses the extension on congestion-
driven ECO. Section V shows the experimental results. Finally,
Section VI gives the conclusion.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION AND TRADITIONAL ECO
SYNTHESIS FLOW

This section gives the problem formulation, describes the tra-
ditional ECO synthesis flow and introduces terminology.

A. Problem Formulation

As shown in Fig. 2, the metal-only ECO synthesis problem
discussed in this paper is formulated as follows.

The Minimum-Cost ECO Synthesis Problem: Given the
netlist and placement of a design, the cell library, a set of spare
cells and an ECO list (a list of functional changes), complete
the ECO list using the available spare cells, create the revised
netlist with the minimum cost and generate the revised set of
spare cells.

Our goal is to complete functional changes without sacri-
ficing timing and routability; hence, without loss of generality,
the metal-only ECO cost of a design is defined as the total
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half-perimeter wirelength (HPWL) of all nets and thus it is ben-
eficial for timing and routability [14].

Fig. 3(a) shows an example design with two inputs, two out-
puts, four logic cells and six nets. The available spare cells in-
clude two AND and one INV (inverter) cells. The placement of
logic and spare cells is also illustrated. For simplicity and easier
visualization, the area of each cell in this example is 0 and all
pins are located at the same point. The total cost can be com-
puted as follows:

(1)

B. Traditional ECO Synthesis Flow

Metal-only ECO is commonly performed by hand-editing the
netlist. However, this ad hoc method is very time-consuming
and resource intensive because the design related files have to be
searched and edited many times during the whole ECO process
[16].

Fig. 3(b) shows the ECO list of the design given in Fig. 3(a),
functional change (FC) describes , re-
placing cell with an AND cell. As shown in Fig. 3(c), cell

becomes unused and cannot affect nets , and any
more after is applied, so ’s inputs and output can be dis-
connected from nets , and before is applied.

Checking the placement, we would like to replace with
a spare AND cell close to cells , , and output . We
have two options, spare cells and and it can be seen that

has the better proximity. Hence, the revised design could be
as Fig. 3(d). The total cost of the revised design is as follows:

(2)

The example demonstrated in Fig. 3 is relatively simple be-
cause spare directly matches ’s functionality. However,
when they are mismatched, we shall realize the ECO function-
alities by available spare cell types. On the other hand, when
the size of the ECO list is large, the hand-editing task would be
time-consuming. Because the resource of spare cells is limited,
when a specific spare cell is the best choice for several FCs,
the ad hoc method, unfortunately, cannot handle the competi-
tion and even fails to complete the ECO list.

C. Terminology

In this subsection, we define the pre-ECO bounding box and
HPWL of an FC or a net, as well as the lower bound of the
ECO cost of assigning a spare cell to an FC. In Section III, we
shall utilize them to facilitate our metal-only ECO synthesizer.
Table I briefly summarizes the terms used throughout this paper.

First of all, unused connections can be removed before FCs
are applied. For example, as shown in Fig. 3(c), nets , and

are not related to cell after is applied, so can be
disconnected from these nets. The pre-ECO bounding box of
an FC is the bounding box covering the FC’s related nets after
unused connections are removed and before the FC is applied.

Fig. 3. (a) A design with two inputs (� and � ), two outputs (� and � ),
four logic cells, (� , � , � and � ) and six nets �� � � � � � � � � �. The
available spare cells include two AND and one INV cells. The highlighted
rectangle is the bounding box of net � and its HPWL is 6,000. The total
cost is 22,000 (b) The ECO list describes cell � should perform logic AND
instead of OR (c) FC � ’s pre-ECO HPWL is 6,000, while � ’s pre-ECO
HPWL is 3,000 (d) The revised netlist and placement after cell � is replaced
with spare � . The HPWL of net � becomes 4,000 and the total cost is
20,000. Since cell � becomes unused, it is freed up and can serve as a spare
cell. (The input pins of cell � are tied to logic high/low.) (d) The lower
bound vs. the real ECO costs (HPWL) of assigning � to � . The shaded area
shows �� �� � � �. If � selects � , the lower bound of HPWL over nets
� , � , � , ���� �� � � �, is 6,000, while the real cost ������ � is
	� 


 �� ������ � � ������ � � ������ �� (e) If � selects � ,
the lower bound of the ECO cost���� �� � � � is 7,000, while the real cost
������ � is 11,000 (f) The corresponding spare cell library for � used in
Guided ABC, where the cell area is the lower bound ECO cost of assigning
each spare cell to � , ���� �� � � � for � � � �� �.
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TABLE I
TERMINOLOGY

Similarly, the pre-ECO bounding box of a net is the bounding
box of the net which unused connections are excluded.

Definition 1: Given an ECO list. Suppose an FC is re-
lated to a set of nets, each of which contains multiple pins.
These pins without ’s pins define ’s pre-ECO bounding
box ; ’s pre-ECO HPWL is the HPWL
based on .

For example, as shown in Fig. 3(b) and (c), is related to
nets , and and thus is formed by port ,
cell ’s output pin, cell ’s output pin and cell ’s input
pin. (By definitioin 1, cell is excluded for com-
putation.) Hence, we have . In addition,

shrinks into a line segment ,
while and become points

.
The pre-ECO HPWL of an FC provides a loose lower bound

of the total ECO cost induced by this FC. After assigning a spare
cell to a specified FC, the lower bound can be computed more
accurately.

Definition 2: Suppose an FC is related to a set of nets,
each of which contains multiple pins. Considering a spare cell

is assigned to , is the bounding box covering
and the pins on ’s related nets excluding unused connec-

tions. The lower bound of the ECO cost is the
HPWL based on .

The lower bound of the ECO cost of assigning a spare cell
to an FC reflects the potential wirelength contributed by this
assignment. The real cost of this assignment reaches the lower

Fig. 4. Overview of ECOS.

bound when the bounding boxes of the FC’s related nets are
completely disjoint. Given an FC and an available spare ,
we have the following inequalities for three types of HPWL:

(3)

As shown in Fig. 3(d), the lower bound ECO cost of as-
signing to , , is 6000 ,
while the real cost is 8000. Similarly, as shown in
Fig. 3(e), we have
and . In addition, when either or is
assigned to , the corresponding bounding boxes of nets ,
and overlap, so the real cost is higher than the lower bound.

If the cells to be revised become unobservable/unused after
ECO, e.g., cell in Fig. 3(c), they can be freed up and behave
as spare cells for current and/or subsequent ECO runs. Freeing
up these unobservable/unused cells is done by tying their inputs
to constant values (logic high or low) to avoid floating inputs
and disconnecting their outputs to avoid multiple drives.

III. STABLE MATCHING BASED METAL-ONLY ECO SYNTHESIS

In this section, we present a stable matching based metal-
only synthesizer-ECOS. Fig. 4 shows ECOS contains two steps:
technology mapping and spare cell selection. To optimize the
ECO cost, different types of HPWL are modeled as the cost in
the two steps.

The spare cells are limited in cell types and in number. The
issue of cell types is solved at technology mapping: ECOS trans-
lates the given ECO list using available spare cell types with ge-
ometry proximity consideration.

The issue of number is handled at spare cell selection: since
a specific spare cell may be duplicated multiple times in the
resynthesized ECO list, ECOS resorts the competition among
FCs for this spare cell to stable matching.

A. Technology Mapping: Guided ABC

An automatic method that can select spare cells of proper
types and in good proximity is desirable. For the example given
in Fig. 3, if is chosen, the total cost is 20 000; if is chosen
instead, the total cost becomes worse, 23 000. Moreover, when
the ECO functionalities mismatch spare cell types, the ECO list
should be translated into available spare cell types.

The first step of ECOS performs technology mapping to
resynthesize the given ECO list using the available spare cell
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types with physical information consideration. After this step,
a resynthesized ECO list is produced. We build our synthesizer
based on the well-established environment, ABC, developed by
Berkeley logic synthesis and verification group [17]. Basically,
ABC performs optimal-delay DAG-based technology mapping,
i.e., it first optimizes delay and then recovers (reduces) area
without hurting delay.

We guide ABC with spare cell types and proximity. In
order to consider the geometry proximity of spare cells into
resynthesis, the cell library is customized for each FC .
Each spare cell is viewed as one unique library cell; its cell
area is set to the lower bound of the ECO cost of assigning

to , while its cell delay is set to zero.
Because the delay of each possible mapping is the same, i.e.,
0, ABC is forced to perform area recovery (area reduction);
area recovery minimizes for each FC leading to a
resynthesized list with good proximity. For example, for in
Fig. 3, we have

(4)

The cell library for is created as Fig. 3(f).
Based on the customized spare cell library of each FC and op-

timal-delay DAG-based technology mapping, guided ABC can
generate the best choice for each FC. For example, for , spares

and have the same delay (zero), so during area recovery,
the cell of smaller area is selected, i.e., guided ABC maps
as a spare cell. Hence, guided ABC can naturally choose the
spare cell of a proper cell type and in good proximity.

The example given in Fig. 3 is simple because the ECO list
has only one FC and some spare cells match the ECO function-
ality. However, the ECO list usually has multiple FCs and func-
tionalities mismatch with available spare cells in most cases.
Guided ABC translates one FC in the ECO list into available
spare cell types at a time and an FC may be converted into sev-
eral cells. Eventually, the resynthesized list is usually longer
than the original one. Later, our results show that guided ABC
generates the resynthesized list of a smaller size than a synthe-
sizer without physical information consideration.

Moreover, DAG-based technology mapping cannot directly
handle non-tree type spare cells and ECO functions. We resort
this problem to ROBDDs [18]. If the spare cell types are a mix-
ture of only multiplexors (MUX) and inverters (INV), the ECO
list will be transformed to ROBDDs first and these ROBDDs
are then simplified and converted to MUX/INV cells by ABC.
Fig. 5 shows given in Fig. 3(b) is alternatively mapped as a
multiplexor if only MUXs/INVs are available.

In addition, constant insertion can maximize the capability
of each spare cell, e.g., a two-input NAND cell can be an INV
cell by inserting a logic high to one input. Constant insertion
is naturally integrated into technology mapping by including
constant inserted counterparts of each spare cell into the cell
library. It can be seen that the guidance made for ABC indeed
can easily be built in other existing logic synthesizers.

Fig. 5. Guided ABC for non-tree type spare cells. If spare cells contain only
multiplexors and inverters, the ECO list is first transformed to ROBDDs and
then mapped.

B. Spare Cell Selection: Stable Matching

Although guided ABC has already considered the physical in-
formation of spare cells, it cannot handle the competition among
FCs well. The competition among FCs occurs when a spare cell
is the best choice of several FCs, guided ABC duplicates it for
these FCs. To solve this problem, we do not select spare cells
directly in guided ABC, but defer the decision making to step
2. The second step of ECOS selects one spare cell for each FC
in the resynthesized ECO list. With the global view of physical
information, deferred decision making may lead to good results.
We reduce spare cell selection to the stable marriage problem,
which is suitable to solve the competition among many candi-
dates in nature [15].

1) The Stable Marriage Problem: The stable marriage
problem is formulated as follows.

The Stable Marriage Problem: Given a set of men and
women, each man has ranked the women in order of preference
and each woman has done likewise, marry them off in pairs such
that no pair of man and woman would both prefer each other to
their current partners. If there are no such pairs, all the marriages
are stable.

Gale and Shapley showed that a stable marriage exists for any
ranking when the preference lists are complete and have no ties.
Gale–Shapley algorithm is listed in lines 1–9 in Fig. 6 [15]. This
pairing method is male-optimal, i.e., every man is paired with
his highest ranked feasible partner.

2) The Reduction: Since Gale–Shapley pairing is male-op-
timal, each FC in the resynthesized list is modeled as a man,
while each spare cell is modeled as a woman. The preference
reflects the added cost resulting from assigning a spare cell to
an FC. The less added cost, the more preference. The added
cost is the difference between the real HPWL of each FC and
its . (Recall that at technology mapping, guided ABC
considers as the cost (cell area) for each FC.) Since

cannot be changed, we exclude from pref-
erence calculation to avoid that FCs with small/large
bias the preference.

FCs in the resynthesized list may be dependent. For example,
if one FC in the original ECO list is translated into more than
one cell in the resynthesized ECO list, there exist some newly
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Fig. 6. Modified stable matching algorithm. FCs are men, while spare cells are
women. During execution, engagement means a temporal assignment and at the
end, all engaged pairs become married. To handle the interference among FCs,
we update preference (see line 10) at the end of each iteration in Gale–Shapley
algorithm [15].

created nets connecting the remapped cells. The added cost then
contains two parts: The first part is the impact on the pre-ECO
HPWLs of the existing nets, while the second part is the induced
cost on the internal nets among FCs. Hence, the preference value

between FC and spare is defined as follows:

(5)

where and
is the internal net2 connecting FCs and .

If each FC in the resynthesized list is independent, i.e., no
internal connection among FCs, the preference order can be de-
termined directly. For example, given in Fig. 3 has the re-
spective preference values:

(6)

Thus, prefers and proposes to . then accepts and the
stable matching is found.

When FCs in the resynthesized list are dependent, the spare
cell selection would affect each other. To break the interference
between FCs, we try to estimate the induced cost on the internal
nets among FCs. A reference point is introduced to each FC,
representing the desirable location for its assigned spare cell.
Each FC is initially located at its reference point, which is set
to the center (the average - and -coordinates) over all pins
on its related nets without considering unused connections. For
example, the reference point of in Fig. 3 is the average -
and -coordinates over port , cell ’s output pin, cell ’s
output pin and cell ’s input pin.

(7)

With setting the reference points, we can compute the induced
cost on internal nets and then rank the preference between FCs

2An internal net may have multiple pins, i.e., connecting more than two FCs.
In this case, its HPWL is computed based on its bounding box.

Fig. 7. Preference update. (a) The reference point of � �� � is at the average
�- and �-coordinates of the pins on its related nets (b) After the proposal of �
to spare cell � is accepted, � ’s coordinate is set to � ’s and the related costs
are updated.

and spare cells. For example, Fig. 7(a) depicts the reference
points and the pre-ECO bounding boxes of and . Assume
there exists an internal net between and . According to (5),
the preference of proposing to is as follows:

(8)

, meaning
the distance between and ’s pre-ECO bounding box. Con-
sidering proposes to , the induced cost of the net between

and , , is the Manhattan distance between
’s reference point and , denoted as . Hence,

we have

(9)

As shown in Fig. 7(b), since there is an internal net between
and , after is engaged to , is updated

and ’s preference list is updated accordingly:

(10)

Please note that the distance between and , ,
is set to a large value rather than 0 to prevent from proposing
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to . Doing so can guarantee that the method is stable and can
always generate a solution.

Spare cell selection follows Gale-Shapely algorithm and ad-
ditionally updates preference lists at the end of each iteration
(see line 10 in Fig. 6).

As the execution of stable matching progresses, once a spare
cell is temporarily assigned to an FC (see lines 5 and
8 in Fig. 6), ’s coordinate is updated to ’s location. This
assignment affects ’s related internal nets and the influenced
preference values should be updated accordingly. An engaged
FC’s preference list keeps the same to maintain stability until it
turns to be free. When it turns to be free, its location is changed
back to its reference point and its related preference
values are updated.

Fig. 8 details the execution of spare cell selection by stable
matching (see Fig. 6). Given a resynthesized ECO list with
four FCs- , , and , where

is connected to and individually. Suppose there are
four spare cells, , , and .
Fig. 8(a) depicts the status at the very beginning: Every FC is
free (see line 1 in Fig. 6) and each FC is located at its reference
point. The initial preference lists are also given, where pref-
erence values are sorted in ascending order and ‘-’ represents
an impossible match due to cell type conflict. The preference
values are specified inside the parentheses, e.g.,

(11)

In this case, and have competition for . Assume ,
, and sequentially propose in this execution. As shown

in Fig. 8(b), proposes to its highest ranked spare cell and
accepts ’s proposal (see lines 3–5). The engaged pair is in-

dicated by the shaded items. Since and are connected by
net , ’s preference values are updated accordingly (high-
lighted by bold numbers inside parentheses). Then, as shown in
Fig. 8(c), and sequentially propose to and and the
influenced preference values are updated. Fig. 8(d) shows once

proposes to , prefers to , so is engaged to
and becomes free (see lines 6–9 in Fig. 6). Then, ’s

preference list is updated to facilitate its next proposal. Finally,
as shown in Fig. 8(e), proposes to and accepts. After
stable matching, each FC is matched to a spare cell and the com-
petition among FCs are resolved.

C. The Complexity of Spare Cell Selection

Preference values, constant insertion options, freed up cells
can be obtained during step 1. Step 2 could focus on ranking and
matching. Based on the resynthesized ECO list, ranking FCs
and spare cells can be done in time.
The free FCs are maintained by a queue. The worst case of the
stable matching algorithm is , i.e., each possible
proposal is examined and the preference ranking is updated.
Hence, the overall time complexity of step 2 is

since is less than or equal to . Only
the spare cells of functionally compatible types can be matched
for an FC, the expected number of possible proposals is far less
than . Moreover, the preference list of an engaged FC should

Fig. 8. Stable matching with preference update (a) Given an instance with 4
FCs, 4 spare cells and 2 internal nets. Initially, every FC and spare cell is free.
The initial preference lists are also given, where the preference values are spec-
ified inside parentheses (b) � proposes to its highest ranked spare � and gets
accepted. The influenced preference values are updated accordingly (c) � and
� sequentially propose to � and � (d) � propose to � ; � accepts � and
dumps � . � turns back to be free and its preference list is updated (e) � pro-
poses to � and � accepts. This is a stable matching.

be updated only when it turns back to be free. Hence, the prac-
tical complexity is quite lower than the worst case.
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IV. EXTENSION TO CONGESTION-DRIVEN METAL-ONLY ECO

To facilitate the ECO router, the congestion information
should be combined into the ECO cost as well. The conges-
tion information is usually stored in a congestion map and it
could be estimated based on the global routing topology or
the bounding box of each net [19]–[21]. The global routing
topology (Steiner trees or L-/Z-shaped routes) may give a good
estimation when it coincides with the actual route [19]. On
the other hand, the bounding box method is efficient since no
routing structure is required. Lu et al. use the via density with
respect to the bounding box to estimate the congestion since
an incremental ECO router is used [8]. The findings in [19],
[20] reveal that the congestion-weighted HPWL has a strong
correlation to the routed wirelength.

Hence, for congestion-driven ECO, guided ABC remains the
same, but we do the following treatments to stable matching.

1) The congestion map is built based on the congestion model
used in [20].

2) The congestion map guides the preference values and
ECOS incrementally updates the congestion map.

A. Congestion Estimation

We adopt the congestion estimation method proposed by [20].
First of all, as shown in Fig. 9, the placement region is evenly di-
vided into non-overlapping bins of height and of width .
Each congestion bin is associated with a congestion value

and a routing supply ; means the amount of
congestion caused by all nets within bin , while means
the total routing resources supplied by bin . Basically, a con-
gestion-safe bin means its congestion value does not exceed
its routing supply:

(12)

Fig. 9 shows net ’s bounding box is high
and wide. Let (respectively ) be the maximum
number of nets in all metal layers that can pass a congestion
bin horizontally (respectively vertically). The total consumed
routing resources of net with an L-/Z-shaped route
can be computed as follows:

(13)

Based on [19], [20], is uniformly distributed over net
’s bounding box. Hence, for the congestion bin located at

the top right of net ’s bounding box in Fig. 9, we have the
congestion value contributed by net on bin as
follows:

(14)

where and are the respective vertical and
horizontal overlap between net and bin . The congestion

Fig. 9. Congestion estimation based on [20]. The congestion value of bin �
contributed by net � , ��� � � �, is determined by the consumed routing re-
source of net � and the overlap of net � ’s bounding box and bin � .

value of bin is the total congestion values contributed
by all nets on and we have

(15)

On the other hand, considering block porosity, macros may
occupy or block some routing resources and introduce a base
congestion value to each related congestion bin [20]. Hence, the
routing supply of bin is

(16)

where is the target utilization and is the routing re-
sources consumed by macros in bin .

For example, suppose Fig. 3(d) shows a partial placement
without macros. Assume , ,

. Let bin cover the area from (0,0) to (4000, 4000).
Based on (13)–(16), we have

(17)
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Fig. 10. The preference value for congestion-driven ECO (a) Given an FC �

with three related nets� ,� and� . Their pre-ECO bounding boxes are shown
as shaded boxes. Consider � proposes to spare cell � (b) If � proposes to
� , the bounding boxes and the consumed routing resources of � , � and �
will be enlarged. The congestion values on these bins are changed. The updated
congestion values are used to compute the preference between � and � .

TABLE II
TESTCASE STATISTICS

B. Congestion-Driven Stable Matching

Since ECO affects partial nets, based on the congestion esti-
mation described above, the unchanged portions of nets as well
as macros give an initial congestion map. Congestion-driven
ECO targets to complete FCs with minimal wirelength and
without violating the routing supply of any bin.

We use the congestion map instead of congestion-weighted
HPWL to guide stable matching. The reason is that the minimal
congestion-weighted HPWL cannot guarantee congestion safe-
ness. Considering the pre-ECO bounding boxes of all nets, i.e.,
(13)–(15) are computed based on pre-ECO bounding boxes, we
superposition their congestion values onto each related conges-
tion bin and obtain an initial congestion map.

During spare cell selection (stable matching), when an FC in
the resynthesized ECO list is engaged by a spare cell, the con-
gestion values contributed by its related nets will be updated. As
shown in Fig. 10(a), assume FC is related to nets , and

. (The pre-ECO bounding boxes of these nets are indicated
by the shaded boxes.) As shown in Fig. 10(b), considering
is implemented by spare cell , the bounding boxes of ’s
related nets may be enlarged and the congestion values of the
related bins are changed accordingly. Our objective is to select
a spare cell for each FC so that the related bins are con-
gestion-safe and the resulting wirelength is small.

Hence, for congestion-driven ECO, the preference between
and contains two parts: the accumulated congestion

TABLE III
ECO SYNTHESIS FLOW COMPARISON

TABLE IV
GUIDED ABC VERSUS BLIND ABC

TABLE V
CPU TIME COMPARISON

values over the related bins and the congestion penalties of the
related bins when accepts :

(18)

(The coefficient is user-specified.) The second term represents
the quadratic congestion overflow penalty. ,
i.e., equals when is nonnegative; otherwise,
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TABLE VI
TOTAL COST (HPWL) COMPARISON

equals 0. When the congestion value of some bin exceeds its
routing supply, the quadratic congestion overflow is included
into the preference value. Moreover, the first term reflects the
sum of the congestion values of bins over ’s related nets.
Based on (13)–(15), the first term is highly correlated to the
sum of over ’s related nets thus depending on
their HPWLs. Defining preference as (18) not only maintains
congestion safeness but also implicitly minimizes HPWL.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experimental Settings

We implemented our algorithm in C++ language and exe-
cuted the program on a PC with an Intel Core2 CPU T9400 of
2.53 GHz frequency and 4 GB memory under Windows 7 OS.

Totally nine industrial testcases are used. The spare cells for
combinational logic for testcases 1–3 contain basic and com-
plex logic cells (such as full adders); testcase4 and testcase5
use only multiplexors and inverters; testcases 6–9 use only basic
logic cells, e.g., inverters, buffers, 2-input NANDs and 2-input
NORs. The statistics is listed in Table II, including the number
of pins (#Pins), the number of cells (#Cells), the number of nets
(#Nets), the number of spare cells (#Spare) and the number of
FCs (#FC). For testcases 2 and 3, spare cells are mainly located
at corners; for testcases 7–9, although spare cells are evenly dis-
tributed, the number of spare cells is much fewer than other
cases (around 1%). These testcases reflect the real difficulties
faced by designers. In our experiments, the netlist and place-
ment of the original design are described in DEF format [22],
while the ECO list is specified in VERILOG format (using cell
types specified in the cell library).

B. Comparison Between ECO Synthesis Flows

Table III outlines several ECO synthesis flows: human, ad
hoc, ECOS and modified [10]. As described in Section II,
the human method is manual (hand-editing), quite commonly
adopted in design houses. We developed the ad hoc method to
automate the traditional ECO synthesis flow for comparison.
The ad hoc method adopts blind ABC to automate the human
method. First of all, blind ABC translates each FC in the ECO
list using all available spare cell types. At this step, blind ABC

sets the area and delay of each cell to 0. Then, the spare cells
are greedily selected based on the lower bound ECO cost,

, defined in Section II-C. Moreover, we implemented
modified [10] by incorporating the concept of prior work [10]
into our framework. At step 1, we extract spare cells within the
current search window to resynthesize the ECO list. If guided
ABC fails to resynthesize the ECO list or the required number
of some spare cell type is not affordable, the search window is
enlarged and resynthesis is repeated. At step 2, spare cells are
greedily selected according to HPWL.

C. Wirelength-Driven Functional ECO Results

Table IV lists the number of freed-up cells (#FR) and the sizes
of the given and resynthesized ECO lists (#FC). #FR could be
greater than #FC of the given ECO list when the freed up cell
has multiple outputs (see testcases 2 and 3). Since spare cells
are limited in cell types, the size of the resynthesized ECO list
is greater than the given one. It can be seen that guided ABC
always generates much fewer FCs than blind ABC. The smaller
resynthesized ECO list may lead to the smaller ECO cost due to
fewer internal nets, i.e., the bounding boxes of the related nets
of an FC would have a smaller overlap.

Table V lists CPU times. Compared with the time-consuming
human method, the automatic methods can complete ECO effi-
ciently. ‘Ratio’ represents ECOS’ speedup with respect to ad
hoc and modified [10]. For difficult ECO cases, e.g., testcases
2, 3, 7–9, guided ABC consumes reasonable time to generate
a short resynthesized ECO list. Moreover, the induced CPU
times of stable matching are reasonably small; this phenomenon
shows the scalability of our algorithm. For these cases, modified
[10] may repeat guided ABC many times thus incurring long
CPU times.

Table VI compares the total cost before and after ECO.
The pre-ECO HPWL (column X) is the lower bound of total
HPWL. ‘ECOS with in-place reuse’ means ECOS with reusing
freed-up cells in the current ECO run. ‘delta’ represents the
difference on HPWL compared with the lower bound HPWL.
On average, ECOS outperforms ad hoc and modified [10] by
15% and 26%, respectively. In-place reuse brings 7% more
reduction on HPWL, especially effective when the spare cells
are gathered at one corner, like testcase2 and testcase3.
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Fig. 11. Testcase4: Ad hoc, ECOS and modified [10] are all optimal.

In general, for early ECO runs, the ad hoc method delivers
quite good solutions. For example, testcase4 has three FCs; for
each FC, Fig. 11 highlights the pre-ECO bounding boxes of its
related nets, available spare cells, the selected spare cell and the
connection between the selected spare cell and its related nets.
The ad hoc method, ECOS and modified [10] all generate the
optimal solution. It can be seen that there is no competition and
the nearest spare cell is assigned to each FC.

However, practical projects in design houses usually repeat
ECO tasks many times. For late ECO runs, the spare cells are
very limited, thus the available spare cells would be far away
from each FC’s reference point and the competition would be
severe. In this situation, ECOS can help designers to complete
ECO efficiently and effectively. For example, testcase3 shows
an extreme case. Instead of uniform distribution, the spare cells
are gathered to one corner. Unfortunately, the related nets of
most FCs spread over large area. Hence, the resulting cost is
much higher than the original value. Fig. 12 depicts the status
of one FC of testcase3. This FC is converted to three FCs in the
resynthesized ECO list. Because no available spare cells are lo-
cated within its pre-ECO bounding box, without in-place reuse,
its two internal nets incur long HPWL.

On the other hand, for testcases 7–9, although spare cells are
evenly distributed, the number of spare cells is few and thus the
competition would be severe. Moreover, because the spare cell
types are basic, an FC of complicated functionality will be trans-
lated into multiple basic cells. Hence, the size of the resynthe-
sized ECO list is large, which is 4 times the size of the original.
Fig. 13 shows an FC in testcase9. This FC is converted to two
FCs in the resynthesized ECO list. The selected spare cells, the
related nets and the newly created net are also shown. It can be
seen that ECOS generates good solutions because the competi-
tion and internal nets among FCs are modeled and well solved.

Fig. 12. Testcase3: The spare cells are gathered around the left-bottom corner,
but FCs spread out.

Fig. 13. Testcase9: The spare cells are evenly distributed; ECOS generate good
solutions.

D. Congestion-Driven ECO Results

Based on the models of congestion estimation and preference
described in Section IV, Table VII compares the congestion-
driven ECO with wirelength-driven ECO. The initial congestion
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TABLE VII
CONGESTION COMPARISON.

Fig. 14. The congestion map of testcase8. The height of each bar indicates
its congestion overflow; 0 represents a congestion-safe bin (a) HPWL-driven
ECOS (b) Congestion-driven ECOS.

map is constructed based on the pre-ECO bounding boxes of
all nets. The routing supply is set to the maximum congestion
value among the congestion bins in the initial map. This setting
drives ECOS to select spare cells located in uncongested bins.
In addition, the value of is set to 1.0 in our experiments.

Congestion overflow represents the total congestion values
exceeding the routing supply, . It can be

seen that congestion-driven ECOS on average reduces the con-
gestion overflow by 35% with 1% HPWL overhead. When the
pre-ECO bounding box of each FC spans over a large portion
of the design, the available spare cells are likely located within
the pre-ECO bounding box, thus no matter which spare cell is
chosen, the resulting congestion values of the related bins are
quite close. This phenomenon causes no improvement on test-
case5 and testcase7. Fig. 14 shows the congestion maps gener-
ated by wirelength-driven and congestion-driven ECOS for test-
case8. The design is divided into 32 32 grids and the spikes
indicate bins with congestion overflow.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a metal-only ECO synthe-
sizer, named ECOS. ECOS integrates physical information into
resynthesis and handles the competition among FCs by stable
matching. We also extended ECOS to consider congestion. Fu-
ture work includes the extension to consider mixed-type spare
cells and to unify timing and functional ECO.
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